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Using Video to Study Cognition

.

"

. Pietist°, -(1977) new moder'of equilibration has engendered aimove an ng

cognitive psychologists towards 4unktionalisist 'incorporating a study of

microdevelopMento rather than ceacrobevelopment; and focusing on problem

solving strategies and.compensations, rather. than stages. Three aspects

inherent in the learning process have Veen expandtd from the earlier model

and.deitelleds (1) self-regUlation, (2) confli0 resolution, and () reflexive

abstraction.

Self-reoulation

4
a

4

Aspects latern i in Ciirninq
le

i

. k

Self-re9uletion refers to the active processes astivailition and

.

Ole

accommodation,. As biologic 1 organisms, learners are conttantly.

feitructuring-an0 ada4in . They make relations and inferences about attloni

and events and then test out these inferences in an attempt to make-moaning

orthe
,

oul

According to Kuhn and Ho (1927) the importance of self-regulation has

beenbeen ungefestimated by educators. These researchers asked children
,

to determine an unknownyariable in the basic isolation of chemical-task.

Some children were allowed to plan their own sequence o4 steps,. in effect-to

r-

test out their own hypotheses. Others served as yoke controls and were

required-to do the same steps as their yoke. In other'words, the

experismental group dgcided what chemicals to mix in order to determi.ne the

correct-combination of erements in Beaker x. The control group was told by

the researchers which chemicals to mix, the directions' determined by, whatever

actions were perfoi,med by tte yoke In the experimental 'groui... Hence the
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subjects in the.control-group performed the identical act-ions but thev could

not test their: awn hypotheses. Higher level.strategfes were found .'to exist
:

on a simitlar task serving as a potAteti for those subjects allowed to test

4

their own hypotheses.

. Conflict Resolution

I

A study by KarMiloff-SMith anjl lnhelder (1974) illustrates the

importance of,Conflierresorutioq. These researchers studieq children's -

construction of theories about balance,by giving hildren (ages 3-7 years)
, 4-

symAetrical blocks, asyTmetriicarbloiksrand block with hidden weighti to

balaWce on a fulcrum. Toy found that the youngest Children s actions were

-"representative of their egocentric schemes.' They just splunkedsesch block

on the fulcrum, with no lateral shifts across the fulcrum to find the bafance....-

point. Their compensations, when blocks did not balance, consisted of

claiming 'that thebiock was Oh impossible block to-balance or of pushing

harder on the block above the point-of contact with the fulcrum.' Since these

actions obviously did not roduce success, children began.\tb'explore the

properties of the blocks a d to try different positions ori\,the fulcrum.

Reflection on these actions brought about a focus on the 'procedures which

CT

worked (lateral shifts) and eventually the construction of a theory about

balance ..which was assumed to Work br all blocks. The first theory

constructed was a 'centers theory (find the middle of the block and,tit will

balance). This theory was over-generalized across all blocks regardless of

whether the block was asymmetrically weighted. In testing out (heir

theories, children met with conflict. Euentually,
P

through Conflict

resolution, more stable theories of balance:in relation to,eight were

'Constructed.,
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In a microanalysis of this data,,Karmiloff-Smith And InKelder found that
I

children with out a general theory were success- oriented and reflecteti only'oA

~ -

actions, and procedures which worked. -In tontrast, chilaen who begin with

theories had a theory-testing oritntation to the task and thus were lecl to

either confirm.or'disconflrm their theories in action; This theory testing

behal.rior led to the eventual construction of a new one. Even a wrong theory

was more helpful than no theory in-the long run. Hence, the tide" of their
w

article, 'If you want to get -ahead, get a theory."

0

4

t.,

oft

'Reflexive Abstraction 0
. 1

-

the third process in learningidentified by Piaget and the Genevan
-

$chool is reflexive abstraction. This process is defined by Gallagher and
4

i1 Reid as:

the reflection process through which one derives

information from one's own actions and from the coordi-.

A

'nation of actions (putting them into correspondences,

linking them, and so.forth provides the links

"between and among experiences and can be detected even

in .the very ear/ liestand most elementary behavior of

infants. Reflex)ve abstraction has two aspects: a

. projection-from a lovpr to a higher level--for example,

from the senkorimotor levej to the level' of thought-7

and,a reorganiz4tion or reconstruction of knowledge at

the higher level.' (Gallagherand Reid; 1981, p. 235)

Paget (1077) distinguishes reflexive abstraction 4nom a lower level.

1

abstraction which he calls empitical abstraction. He defines empirical

abstraction as the reflection occurring in relatiOn to the observables of the
Pa
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objects. In the case .of' the blocks in the aformentioned study by. Karmiloff-

Smith and Inhelder, the empirical abstractions would be in relation to_the

size, shape, weight of thf block. In contrast, reflexive abstraction

pertains to the reflection which generates'theoties about balance in general.

Of most importance, however, the fact that empirical, abstractions lead to

reflexive abstractions. In Piaget's model, reflection is seen as a

spiralling process, each reflection brinoingthe learner to higher levels.

The.Probleni

While these aspects of learning have been well delineated by Piaget,

they have rarely been empirically and/or Statistically valided. A

microanalysis of the compensations of a few subjects has usually been deemed

sufficient.
1 .

Current ilifhno4y allows the researcher the opportunity to record and

explore these aspects from 'a naturalistic paradigm and then to tesio4hem in

an empirLil -fashion. Tor example, video affordi the researcher the ability
.

to film individually a lrge number of subjects of different ages solving a

problem.) Thesefilm clips can then beaniled microanalYlically.uliting stop-

11-

action, fast forward, and replay to illuminate the regulationsgof the
I.

subjects. Hypotheses can then be made and tested patisticall'y.

The remainder of this paper is the report of a.study usingstop2action

video of a problem solving task with such an Approach. The first, part of

this study is a,replieation, statistical validation, and extension of the

Karmiloff-Smith and Inhelder study of balance. It's purpose Was to provide

empir.ical validation of the ordinal levels as psychologically discrete

behaviors and as comprising a heirarchi.cal scale.

I

4
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ar Uplaturalistic Observations

Validation of Ordin0 Scale

Method

. .
.Subjectsj

.

Sixty-four girls and 64 boys whosa ages ranged from 48' to 96 .months''

servgd as 'subjects in the study.. The mean age of the group was 72monthi.

.(+Eteria1s

Materials consisted of a 1/4 inch fulcrum raised along the jength of a

.platform 6' x 10' anda/derles of blocksito be balanced, modified from the 'A

Karmiloff-Smith and Inhelder task. For purposes*of scoring, placement"the

bottom plane of each block had five imaQinary points. The blocks Were

further classified by clusters which were felt to invoke the same theoretical

principle of balance (see Figure 1).

A group of 'helper blocks' was also provided each subject to,use as

he, he wished. All helper blocks were paintediblue, to contrast with the

blocks for balancing which were painted green.° There were six.jietper blocks

in all: two 2-3/4 x 2-3/4 x 1-7/8 inches, one 1-3/8 x 1-3/8 x i-7/8 Inches,

and two 5-1/2'x 2-3/4 x 1-7/8 inches.
1

Procedure 1

Each child was brought Individually to a.testing-room (adjacent to the

.

classroom) by a female experimenter. The child was .seated at a low Aabla

with the bcocksrto be balancediplacil to his/her right and the 'helper

blocks' to tliOlier left. The fulcrUm was taped to the table in front' ,o.{ the
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child. Tde child was asked by the_ experimenter to try to balance each of the
t

\blocks, one at a time, on the fuleraM. After each block was tried it was
e

,

.
.

., .

\ . I

removed sciihat the subJect tried eadtibioCk only once. Subjects were
. . , ..

t4cleotaped as they tried each 'bleat. Video-eqUipmemt was. obscured from the.

suject's view. 0

Measures

,Strateg 'scale. A scale was drafted from an analysis of the Karmiloff--

.3

Smilhand Inhelder study,. assessing the degree to which the child's

, performabce indicated a theory testing orientation to the task.. the use of
As

the helper blocks, direction of-latera corrections across the fulcrum,

anticipation'90 the effect of, such factors as area or weight, and the degree

. to which the child tested out his/her theories abciut balance were all fattors

taken into account in constructing thalltie. The scale was refiqed through

test4ng and expanded to incorporate five' construct levels comprised of

13 operationalized behaviors as follows:

Igul 1. Eopceristric -4'

1..1 )his behavior is characterized by an ego orientation

to all the blocks. In other words the child believes that

his/her actibns should balance the blocki(Slocks are placed

at pushedpoint erratically on the fulcrum and let go, or pushed

hard aboOe the point of contact, or held horizontally in
.

,

place. /No lateral shifts across the fulcrum to find the

center of gravity,occur. In fact the child at this level

. .

frequently describes the blockin terms of a seesaw, having

an acipm and .a "down" ide." He/she puihei down on one side or

holds the Cther sid up'but only one side at a time is ttie

focus.

1.2 Thfs betovior. is still characterized by an

egocentric cientation although it reptesents a beginning.

fi
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I
decentrat ipl off a reliance on the self to a focus on the

block its properties. Different dimensions of the block

are tried as well astdifferent points of contact with the

fultrulfi. In place of a hand, hel.par blocks are used ier .

the block to be-balanced in orOir to 'hold the down si

.Even though the properties of the block are beginning JO be

questioned, no lateral mbvements, no rotations, occur.

level 24. Visual Center If IN. Bottom .plani\Theory, p.PCB?

2.1 Although a ghild on this levelsoriginally pl#ces

the block on the _fulcrum in an egocentric fashion,lateral
r

shifts begin to occur.- At" first they are towards 1h4

midpoint of the bottom plane of the block. The child appears

to be beginning to form a theory (general principle). about

'balance, 41.4. all blocks wiliNbAance 14 you shift to the

middle of the bottom plane of the blocks., The child does not

yet have a stable- 'theory -in- action' but is beginning to test

out variables that might produce success. As the child

experimeits with lateral movements, he /she discovers that /he

overhangs of the block are related. 'A shift can make the

"up" side go down and the "down' side go up.

2.2 This behavior is demonstrative 04 the first real

theory, The child believes the, midpoint of the bottom plane

of the block to be the exact point of balanel. He/she in
IL

fact struggles through measurement or lateral corrections to

find this .point. The original placement is a VC8 (vistal.

center of the botibm plane) platement, with the expectation ,

ti

that this is the 'corral placement, rather than an ego

9, -
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oriented, random plaiembnt.

2.3 Although the child at this level still originallyX. .
. .

Oaces the' block at i4s VCB, since this strategy does not

work for many of the blocks, the etici begihs to test out.

whether the visual center (midpoi4t) of the whole block

(rathir.than the-bottom'plane) is a better theory. For

example, blocks #1 and #2 have a VCB at point 2. This

original placement will not successfully Saliv the blocks.
0/.

The child shifts the black towirds. point 3.

Level 3. Visueq center T eory_(VC)

3.1 The distinction between Ilvels two and three is

%the, whereis the.placements in level two were all around or

at the VCB, the original placement at this level is a \

bisection of the whole block in order to find the midpoint.

Specifically, at level two, blocks-in cluster,' two and five
4

were placed originally at point 2.and then shifted to point

3. By lipel three, thei child is certain that the whole block.

must be bisected and thus places these. specified blocks at

point 3 originally.

3.2 This behavior is characterized by the use of helper

blocks. However, tints time they are placed on top of _the

q
block, rather than underneath for support\ Importentiy, they

are placed on top of the "up" sOde to make the down` side`

come up.. This fact suggestsvthat theichild is iesting

whether adding a block to the, main block will affect balance.

Although helper blocks are used, all blocks are placid and

remain at point 3. 10
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3.3 This behavior begins' with'an or4nal VC placement

but the child shifts the block towards the side with the

greater area. Since.the'VC was the original placement this

behavior is still classifred as represeKtative of 'a visual

center theory. This behavior is most obvious with blocks It

#7,019,13, and 10. Interestingly, this action occurs even in

bJgck 0101 even though these correctj9ns are away from the

obviously more heavily weighted side!

Leve).14 atjm Center Theory (AC)

4.1 This behavior suggests that the child'has given up

the insufficient theory about the visual center and pow.
0

assumes that weight is a 5actor. However-, weighl_is

determined by visual cues; bigger space is assumed to weigh

more. Original placements are toward the side with Ahel

greater area te.g.-, point 2 An blocks 07, 8, 9, 13, 10).,

. Since the child seems sure of this placement as the only 1

'corrects one, all corrections consist of a struggle to.find4

balance ancnd point 2.

4.2 Here the child begins to question whether greater

space is really analogous to greater weight. In the 4ace of

conflict, he/she reverts back to an earlier theory and uses

the visual center as an anchor point. Corrections are made

both towards thiweighted side and the'sid44th greater

space, depending on the block. For example, Cluster 3 blocks

are originally placed at point 3 and corrected towards point.

2; Cluirt 4 blocks, in contrast, are originally placed at

mi.

point 3 and then corrected tpwarlOs point 4.

1 1
.

A

a
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4.3 This behavior Fs' characteriztd by a reaffirmatiO'n
e

about the need to bisect the area of the' brocK. Thus

originir placeMents-are again at this bisection (poi-nt 2 for

Cluster 3). Co-rrections are made, in contrastto toward

the more heavily weighted-side.'

t_eve1,11.1. Weight Theory (WT0)

5.1 Here the child has finally cOnttructed a the(In

about weight and understands that it is the weight that must

be-bisected by the fulcrum. 'Thus, thq.original placement is

an estimateof this bisection, point 4 on the weighted
. . .

blocks% Correctionigtonsist only of a struggle to firid
. . .

.

1

.

Midpoint. r

5.2 This last behavior entails production. Because the

e....child has a stable understanding of .weight, he/she Knows -that

helper blocks mdst be added-to the impossible blocks (Cluster

5). He /she -odds helper blvks and then makes the appropriate
.

lateral shifts to find the balance point, evidence that the

a

ti

N
0 7

reciprocal nature of distance and weight Is unterstood.

This ordinal scale was iurther operationalized in 'terms of expected

404

behtvior for each of the blocks thus defiOirig an idealiz profile; for each

level. For 'lamp e, a child at level 2.2 WU) should p are the lengO
4 .

blocks at point 3 originally and struggle with this avea searching fdr the

midpoint.. The displaced-base blocks,l'in contrast, Would be-placed originally
V

and corrected around the visual.center ofithi.bottom planet!, poin't 2. Th,

same placement would occur with the impossible blocks. With the asymmetrical,.

_ . . -
and 'weighted blocks,. poirkA.3 again becomes the focus even these

17

44
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. 'attempts at balancing are unsuccessful. The child jutt,deems these as "hard
-

Two caters, bfind to the-age of the child, viewed the wi,deo,tarrand
r .

assigned each child CO one of the 13 behavioral profiles. qince there were
..-.

,

*
a

.

cases where.chilaedsdid not kxiiibit a perfect fit,,to eny ofte-of.the 13

ideal i'zed irofiles, the raters double coded 20% of all video tapes: The

interratef reliability score was 86% based on the number of perfect, matches
. .

divided by the ;number of subjects double coded.

Cluster Score

The blocks were categorized, (see Fjgpre 1) into clusters which

ostensibly tapped the same level of-understanding. For instance, Cluster 1

.should be the easiest group of blocks to balance since each block could be

balanced .successfully with a theory about bisecting the base of the block.

Cluster 2 tapped thi abstraction of bisecting, e whole blockirather than

just the base. Cluster. 3, the asynmetrica4 plocks,°- should be passed by

subjects holding a theory about area a4 analogous to weight. The weighted

Cluster 4, should only be palsed by subjeC.011Ling a;)Linderstandi g

about weight. Cluster 5, the impossible blocks, shouldpe the most difficUlt

clUster since ft required an understanding of the need not only Ito add'

counterweight, but also to move4lhe block on the ulcrum to equally'Oalance

that weight.

In order to Tilliviate the possibility that success could occur by chance'

this measure was made yery-stringent. Every block in the cluster had to be

balanced. successfully before the subject was coded as passing thatrespective

41,

. cluster. It was assumed that for. subjects to pass a cluster they had to make

an inference about how the blocks in that cluster were alike aiittheh

struggle with them to find the exact balance point. Subjec4 were giv;ri a

1$
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score of pass bi 4ait bn.each dust r.

Results
N,

SCEVO
. ,

The Spearman Correlation Coefficient, appropriate 'for non-paramftric
., d ,

measures; was der ivpd- yielding r=.43, pm.001 foe' age and lev11. ,In 'order to
%

ur.ther Asiess disiriten'ess between letiels the 13 operationalized behaviors
. .

were combihed into the five construct levels which they tapped.. 'Oonferronj
0

tests assessing mean age differences betwein levels were significant at .05.

Mean ages (in months) for each level were 56,66,76,83,90 respectively.

luster Scare,.

A Guttman scalograWanalysis was perfornied to test the hypothesis that

difficulty order existed from one to five and that subjects passing Cluster 2

had-also passed Clatter 1; .subjects passing Cluster 3 had also passed Cluste

1 and 2, etc, The coefficient'of-veproduciOitif was .95 wiib a coefficient

t

of scalabil4ity at .80.

0
pi!iF4ssi cm,

The data clearly substantiated the predicted ordinal scale Of

"strategies. The youngest children attempted-to balance the blocks by -

. -

egOcentricaalr placing them at random points on the fulcrum. 14 the block

fell, which happened frequently, they &clawed that the block could not be._

I,
balanced. The first corrections observed.were towards the middle of the

.../bottom planeof the blocks even when4these corrections were obviously in

the 4ong dit.eition. This yprtheory was.eventually trivicendet to include

the whole, block." -Visual center theorieslierhile successfUl for some of the'

blocks, whin generalized to all the blocks became insufficient. Thus children

eventually determined that area and weight were factors, roads corrections

towardsthese ftclors, and finally understood that weight must be equal on
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b
of the balance point. -

. .
. . .

0

( .

'The Guttman analysis demonstrated thatrthe lower level theories Were

necessary, to the, construction of the higher levels. The strategies, although

related were in noway sufficient to prodUce success on the-clusters. in

other words, children, in attempting to balance the blocks, frequently were

willing to test out other variables than'the one they believed to have an

effect. FOr example, children wi'th,a VCB theory werewilling to test out the

Middle of'the whole block. as a.balance poiA. Those with a VC theory were

[

willing to'test out the Wectofa shift towards the greater areal those
. . 1:

with a belief that a bisection of the area was the correct point also testy('
o.

out the effect of weight. But until they developed 'physical necessity' (the

.urrderstanding that each block was indeed. possible), they Aid not struggle

with the new variable enough to be success4u1 withthe cluster. To ',Ott

while they were-willing to t4st out variables which contradicted their.

..theory, until they held -fast-to a new theory they did not struggle enough to

'be successful with the cluster Which' tested that theory.

Imolicalions

Piaget's notion Of reflexive abstraction suggests Oat learn4 ers need to

'1 reflect on the result of their actions_in relation t o' the theory They hold

about tialance i.e. contradictions and the resulting reflection bring the

learner to produce higher level theories. Although this process seemed

.
apparent in the protocols, there was insufficient data to corroborate' such a

,premise. Thus the second part of this tudy was desigadd to test this

41/4

.'

assumption. It was hypothesized' the eoocintric children would benefit most

from a reflection on the block's action, given their tendencioto form ,

1

assumptions about the tole 64 their own action. According to Piagpt,

+
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coordinating the action of the object with the self's action should result in

the construction of a general, physical priaciplt Thus a reflection, via

video replay, on whether the block balanced or fell'and to which side of the

fulcram it fell should be profitable. Theory oriented children; on ihe, other

('
. `hand, were expected toiprofit more from reflection on the-placements that

were- inconsistent with their theory. For example, a child who thinks the.

block will bal-once at point 31,b4t then sees via video replay that'it

actually balanced at point 2, might attempt to resolve thieconira ion .andC
thus construct a new theory..

Part II: Effect of Stop-action Video

Method

Subjecks

One hundre and twelve of the slircts tested is part one of the study

yoliPte classified as ego oriented Or .theory oriented. All children who

successfully balanced at least one cluster of blocks were aisigned to the

Theorycategory, called theory because these(children at least hard a rule

that worked 4or a subset of all blocks. All children who did not reach

criterion on at least one cluster of bloCksweri assigned to the gag

category, called. ego because these children attended more to their desire to

have each block balance ratherjthan t011eneral principles about balance.

M4terialS 4

The materials used the same as those in part one of the study.

Procedure

Subjects were - randomly distributed into one of four different treatment
1

conditions, given four training sessions, -and then posttested. Sex was not

controlled since a preOious analysis (condition x age x sex) had shown no
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's A basic factorial design o4 two orientation grou s (ego vs. theory) and

four training conditions was used. Children werefp, tested on the trailing

.tasks in session one, later 04iven four trainin essions, followed by a

pos4tes1 session on the training task. 11f6i04111yi. in Treatment Condition'Il

-called the Piredict Block condition, t4e child was asked to predict what the

block on the fulteumi stopped in action on the video reply, would do when

the tape.was reactivated'. ,In Treatment Condition 11; the Predict Placement

condition, the child was asked, to predict the placement from looking at the

replay of the bloCk stopped in mid-air Just before placemept on the fulcrai.

1n Treatment Condition III, called the Sumarize peolay condition, the child

saw the entire footage from the first grasp of the block to the end of the

first clear release of the .block and its subsequent balance or fall. The

t
.child in this condition Wlas then asked to suOIT-ize what helshe had just'seen

in thi tape segment. in Treatment Condition IV, called the Summarize Ng

Video cdhdition, the child was simply asked to Itummarize his/her most recent

attempt to balance a block.

The design tested the null hypothesis that the means of the pre to

posttest difference within each condition would.be the. same for the Ego group'

and that the means within each condition for the Theory group would be the .

same. No main effect for condition was expected. A significant interaction

effect between orientation and condition was expected with the Ego group

performing the best in the Predict, Block condition and the Theory group'

performing the best in the Predict Placement, condition.

GerNral directions, The experimenter designated the green blocks and

.

said, 'I would like you to balance these blocks one at a time on here (points

wto the fulcrum) . These are helper blocks w ich you. may use 'to help you if
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Blocks were then iresented to the child one ato time by the experimenter.

In sessions one and three the blocks were presented in .a predetetmined ordei.

In SlisOons two and four thiat order was reversed.
,

.- Predict dock,. condition. The.experinen14resented each block, one at

a time, with .hands on each side of .the block so that the bottoM length elf the
.

,

block was clear. She
/

said; 'Try this one." At the presentation of blocks

*2,4,5,6,10,11, and 14 ttle experimenter pressed,the:counter on the video.
i

_ recorder to zero. After the completion of the episode (child attempted to

ik
balance the block .'and it balanced or'fell) with each of the aforementioned

docks,
the experimenter rewoun th7 tape to zero and said, 'Let's look at

You trying that block on television.' The tape was then.replayed until the

point,where the child placed the blotk on the fulcrum. The experimenter .,

stopped that action bypushing the. recorder vwitch to pause and asked, "What

is the block going to do?' If the child didnot respond, the experimenter

probed with, 'Will It balance or fall?" With ,a respon1e of Ian, the child

was asked to show on the T.V. which direction the block would fall. The _

experimenter recorded eachoprediction on data sheets, then said to the child,

"Let's-see." The switch was then pushed to play and the remainder of the

episode alas replaxed for the child to obseryelhe correctness ,of the

prediction. Blocks.#1,306,719,12,-and 13 were presented to the child 49r

balancing but no Video replay was given.

Predict placement condition. The same beginning dilgiaions were giveq

as above. During the replay, stop-action occurred just before the child

placed the block on the fulcrum. ,The child was then asked to predict the

placement of the block, The experimenter said, 'Show me where on the block

YOU are going to place it.' If the child did not understand the question,
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the experimenttr said, *Here, oa_hii.e, or here?" while moving her find*c

across bottom of tke block from point'one to five. Predictions were

written` down. The experimenter -said, "Let's see. " The remainber'o4

the;episode was WO replayed.

.Summarize replay, co'rliditr6 . Pirectiong were the same as En conditions I

4 .
and II exCipt:that tbe Aape was rewound to zero in.the designated episodes -

4 .

for

.
,4 4

.

and replayed the child without stlop-action. The experimenter then said,...
.

"Tel I 'me What happened.' Responses weiie;wr iAten down.
.

No .video condi tign..The child wls presinted each block to balance as, in

the other conditions. After( the designated 404004, the child was simply

asked, "Tell me what happened.' Responses were written down by the
A

experimenter.
,

Thus in all conditions subJects wtre-questiloned on seven episodes during

a session. The length of each episodtwas the same across conditions since

1(
the replay began wilth. the presentatton of the block and ended when the child

finished with .the block.
k

Pre And posttest directions. The child was simply asked to try and
0

w

balance each ofthe blocks, 'one at'a time, on the fulcrum.

Measures

The dependent variable was a simple alssessment
)

,401, to post difference

'of the number of blocks successfully balanced.

ReWts

Planned,Comparisonk
0

The mean difference scores. betweep pre. and posttests for each of the 1

cells were calculated and plannicOmparison two-tailed Dunnett d tests were

done to compare the performance of the experimental groups with the control

groups. No significant difference was fbund between conditions for children

19
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'. who-began with an ego orientation. .For children who began with a theory

'strong enough to piss zatt least one cluVer, this was not the case., As

hypothesi%ed, a significant Oifference (p=.05) was found between the group

''asked to predict the placement of the,blocks and the group receiving no video

4

feedback.. As can be seen from Table 1, showing the means of the groups;
i

theory children dint" best in conditiofi 14-although the difference was no!
. ..

.J
_,,

statistically significant.with groups other than the-)no video feedback group.

A closer look at which blocks were successful-1y balanced produced some

further insights. When grouped by clusters, thereby eliminating luck as .a

. 0

possible factor, cation II produced more success than every other

condition for. the Theory group (p=.05)-See Table 2.

Analysis 2i Wkriance 4

An'analysis of variance with the regression approach for unequal N's was
r

performed. Age was covaried. No main effect was found for the variables

Mr.

Orientation (F=.89, pT.35) or Condition (F=1.34, p=.27).. A significant

(F=2.6, p=.05)two-lway interaction between Orientation and Treatment

Condition was found. Post hoc Bonferroni t tests showed the interaction.. to

be significant at .05 between the orientation groups in condition II. While

this was the most successful training condition for the Theory group, it was

the least successful for the Ego group.

Discussion.

The data showed conclusiyely that for children already begun to

think about a general means of balance, rather than what they themselves do *

in a specific instance, stop-action_video improves performance the stop-

action orients the child to where he/she is about ta'-place the block. This

was seen in the Theory category of children In the Predict Placement'

condition. With this type of video feedback the children had to reflect on

20
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their reasons.for each placement. Having to prediit the placement just prior

to the continuation of the feedback tape, combined with -the feedback of the

tt
consequent success or 1-failure, hilped to bring the Shale episode ipto an

integrated system of means-end relations. Straight replay was not as potent

'a training condition, he was reflection, on the acticiri of the block,

suggesting that assumptions cannot be made about the content of the child'it

reflection. ,Repeated exposure is not necessarily constructivi.

Ego thildren, while, being younger than the-Theory gropp; were also

characteristically different in Abeir approach to the training task'.

Response protocols i dicated that these children were more often the chip en

who made only brie adJusthients with a block if it did not biTance.c They .

were more likely to attribute a fa/lure to a 'bad block' than to their own 0

placement strttegy. They were frequently.children who oxplore# the physical

attributes of each block independent of how those attributes retated acthe

balancing task.- 4

Children in the Theory group understood, at least in part, that %ere

was some rule that could be applied to several blocks, if not all blocksj

that could be discovered if one thought clearly about several blocks at a

time. These children would make spontaneous comments such as, "Hey, this one

is not like the other one." This was most prevalent when two blocks looked

alike but were weighted' differently. Thu,,it is 'reasonable to conclude thai

children in the Theory group during .training reflected more on the means to

establish balance. The rules they constructed were the result of reflecting

on means-end relations. The reflection facilitated by Condition I, Preqi.ct

Block, is not as appropriate a match to the,theory-oriented

assimilatory schemes. The focus of this reflection is not means or theory

o(iented, but simply obJectilaction oriented. The theory- oriented child is

2i
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not thinking about 'whit' happens, but''why' tt.happens., Evidently

refleition 'on the success and failure of the block, without relating the

.
meant by which that success/failure occurred, has no positive effects for

'problem sorvihwiln theie situations.'

Although the hypothesis about the advantage of tie-Predict Block

4 %

condition for the ego-o0iented.children was not supported, there was a trend .

for this group to do better in Condition I. than in-the other conditions: It

is possible that had training been longer than four sessions, a significant

difference, may have been found between conditions for the Ego children.

Perhaps Condition I did facilitate,adecentration from one's own actions to

the action of the block more than tile other conditions, but the step'from.an

ego orientiotion to the first theory is a big one, requiring more time than

going from a VC theory to an AC theory,.

The reasons for-the laik of succe04 44 Ego children in. Conditi.on II were

obvious during the.datatollection.. First, because they had PO theory about

a necessary pluement, the question ascertaining plaCement made no sense to

them and thus probably, served as.a distractor, Many Ego children during

training were Observed tin,response to the placement question) tracing a

vertical line on the monitor from ke fulcrum to the point on the block

directly above the fulcrum. In other words their responses were based on

proximal causes. rather than any theory about a 'correct" placement. Other

Ego children were gust simply confused by the question and afpeared to be

guessing randomly.

Secondly, this condition for Ego children might have served as a

negative reinforcer. For Ego children, the question, 'Show me the spot on

the block where you are going to put it' might have been interpreted with an

emphasis on the 'you'. Thus the ensuing action of the block falling becomes

22
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a criticism.of their placement. In contrast, Theory children might have

a Mk,

emphasized the placement question in rclation.to as theory about balance,

rattier than themselves, thus the ensuing action of the block becomes feedback

to confirm or disconfirm that thedry.

conchoionik lag Imolicatign.for Further Research

This-itudy is evidence that while reflection in eneral can be

conducive to the development of higher understanding, when reflection is in

relation to the learner's own question and focuses on contradictions it is

more powertul. Such a conceptual understa'hding of reflqIction is in concert

with the notions of learning as a constructed, self-regulated process. In

the process of problem solving, the learner has expectations and hypotheses

which he/she is testing, dependent on hi1/her stage of development.

Ref4ction on the result of actions related to the; hypotheses is more
6

cond4ive to learning than simply reflecting on the whole episode.

Assumptions cannot be made that because replay is provided the learner is

necessarily focusing on the relevant aspects of the episode.

This study also carves/as an illustration of how current technology can

be used to study cognition. The use of video in part one of this study

allowN.for a naturalistic .filming of the. self-regulated behavior of the

children as they attempted to balance the blocks. All adjustments, pauses

corrections, and apparent testing of variables could be captured on film and

then analyzed later. These data then led to hypotheses about developmental /I
differences in orientation to the task which were consequently tested in part

two of thi study.

While video technology was sufficient in this experiment i,n recording

behavior, the analysis still had some subjectivity due to human raters making

judgements whit / viewing the tapes. Although interater reliability was high,

23
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current compUter technology could alleviate any subjectivity. If subjects

attempted to solve a similar simulated physics task on a monitor, the

computer could record all adjustments made and then determine the variables

the subjects were apparently testing.

Computer programming'also structures information into a theory testing

paradigm. If a child is asked to write a progrim to simulate the physics of

a task, he/she must construct a rule or formula to explain the phenomenon.

When the progranvis run, if it does not work it must be "debugged or

I

analyzed for errors., This process is analogous to theory testing, a process

4
demonstrated by the video study to be:conducive to-learning.

The following study has been designed as an extension of the video study

using computer technology. Ninety-six boys and girls between the ages Q4 8

and 10 years will be asked to balance the blocks used in the video study.

Two groups will be asked to do this task via a computer simulation (see

Figure 2); a third group will serve As a control and will have direct

experience with wooden blocks on a fulcrum. The computer groups will differ

in that one group will have training in programming the blocks t6 balance'

while the other group will simply attempt to balance. each block by dir'ectly

moving the computer graphic. is hypothesizrd that the group programming

the blocks to balance, since programming requires,Mtigenerating and testing

of a theory, will progress further in an undei.standing of the physics

involved than the groups having only graphic simulation or direct physical

experience.

This study should allow educators tq capitalize on-the more unique

features of computer'technology in ways that ultimately give students more

autonomy in e4aluating their awn theories about the scientific principles

involved in physical knowledge. More importantly, it allows the researcher

24
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to be a more efficient, scientific theory 'tester of theory testing behavior.
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FIGURE 1

Bslance.task blocks. 'Blocks drawn to a 1:6 scale. Drawings arranged into 5 clusters.

,clustir 1 cluster 2 cluster 3 ,cluster 4
i
cluster ,.

". visually trimantrical blocks conspicuously Inconspicuously impossible

. .
, weighted blocks weighted blocks blocks*i

'..0010000

P.a.....1Ne
*Mg. . 0/010.

A designates balance point *

L designates lead_ . .

**These blocks can be balanced with the use of helper blocks as cainterweights

Helper Block:::

1.10 tS2 ce_57L-
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41, TABLE 1

CRANGE.IN NUMBER OF BLOCKS SUCCESSFULLY BALANCED

BY TREATMENT CONDITION AND PRETEST AMITY

Pretest Ability

Ego:

pre test score

x posttest score

mean change

Theory:

pre teat score

i post test score

mean change

M.

Treatment CAdition

Block Placement
II

Replay
.11

''No Video

IV,

1:8(1.5)*

3.3(2.4)

2.5(2.1)

2.6(3.1)

2.1(1.4)

210.1)

2.2(1.3)

3.3(1.3)

1.5 . .1 .82 4.17

6.7(3.4) 7.1(2.9) 6,4(2.7) 7.8(3.7)

8.7(4.0) 10.8(3.3) ;8.1(4.2) 8.5(4.6)

1.94- 3.76 1.71 .71

*Standard deviations are in parentheses.,

30
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-TABLE-7i=2

CHANGE INL NUMBER OF CLUSTERS SUCCESSFULLY PASSED
BY TREATMENT CONDITION AND PRETEST ABILITY

Treatment Condition

Pretest Ability Block
1

Placement'
II

Replay
III

No Video.
IV

Ego:

m pre test score

poet test score

, 0(0)*

;6(.8)

0(0)

.4(1)

0(0).

:5(1)

0(0),

.5(.9)

4

mean,change .6 .4 .5 .5

Theory:

-747, pre test score' 2.01(1.1) 1.9(1) 1.7(1) 2.3(1.2)

post test score

mean change

2.6(1.7) ,

.6.

3.5(1.3)

1.6

2.2(1.6)

.5 .

2.7(1.8)

.4

*standard deviations are in parentheses.

4,
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